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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a new method for joint source channel adaptive scheme that integrates the authentication 

into source and channel coding components to achieve 100% effective verification probability and an optimal end-

to-end video quality. By equally considering source coding and channel conditions with authentication, the proposed 

layered framework is able to decrease end-to-end quality degradation incurred by both wireless channel noise and 

authentication failure. In selective, the competing requirement of high verification probability and low authentication 

overhead are concomitantly satisfied by elegant design of hash appending with efficient adaptation to H.264 source 

coding and channel conditions. A joint source channel authentication rate allocation scheme is then developed to 

achieve optimal end-to-end video quality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this paper is to simultaneously resolve the Video quality degradation issues and end-to-end 

video quality in effective manner. Authentication has become an emerging issue for video streaming over loss 

networks. Although the complex video coding standards, such as H.264/AVC, efficiently decrease the amount of 

data to be transmitted, the coding dependency brings new challenges in designing well-organized stream 

authentication scheme. We propose a new joint –designed-layered source-channel adaptive scheme that integrates 

authentication into source and channel coding components to sufficiently use the related information to powerfully 

address the coding dependency and to design the best rate distribution scheme for the sake of end-to-end video 

quality. The projected layered framework is able to minimize end-to-end video quality degradation incurred by both 

the wireless channel noise and the authentication failure. In selective, the challenging requirements of high 

verification probability and low authentication overhead are alongside satisfied by the neat design of layered hash 

appending with efficient adaptation to the H.264 source coding and channel conditions. A joint source-channel-

authentication rate distribution scheme is then developed to achieve optimal end-to-end video quality.  

With enlarge of video applications; the security of video data becomes more and more essential. In our paper, 

we propose a new video encryption scheme for H.264/AVC video coding standard. We define Unequal Secure 

Encryption (USE) as an advance that applies dissimilar cryptographic algorithms (with dissimilar security power) to 

different partitions of video data. The USE scheme includes two parts: video data classification and unequal secure 

video encryption. For data categorization, we suggest three data categorization methods and define five security 

levels in our proposal. For encryption, we suggest a new stream cipher algorithm FLEX and XOR method to lessen 

computational cost. In this approach, our proposal can attain both high security and low computational cost. The 

investigational results show that the computational cost of the USE scheme is very low. In the case of security level 

0, the computational cost is with reference to 18% of naive encryption. The USE scheme is very appropriate for high 

security and low cost video encryption systems. 

H.264/AVC-based products have grown greatly in social networks; issues of content-based authentication 

become gradually more essential. This paper presents a blind delicate watermarking scheme for content-based 

H.264/AVC authentication, which enjoys high understanding to typical video attacks. A spatiotemporal study is 

exploited to assurance a least impact on perceptual value and bit-rate growth. The watermark features are extracted 

from intra/inter forecast modes of intra / inter macro blocks, constituting the content-based Message Authentication 

Code (MAC) which is implanted / extracted in a Group-of-Pictures GOP-based method utilizing the syntactic 

elements of the Network Application layer (NAL) units from the condensed bit stream. It’s preventable to fully 

decode a condensed bit stream before the embedding or recognition processes. A content-based key is generated to 

control delicate watermark generation, embedding, extraction and verification algorithms. In addition, delicateness 

is ensured by selecting the last nonzero quantized ac residuals for watermark embedding. The embedded watermark 

can be detected and verified by means of moderately decoding intra/inter forecast modes from syntactic elements of 

the bit stream without the prior knowledge of the original video or complete decoding. Experimental results show 

that the performance of the proposed scheme is excellent in terms of bit-rate and perceptual quality. Additionally, 

various types of content-preserving and/or content-changing attacks can be detected powerfully. 

Existing System: This paper proposes, compared with the stream level proposal, content based schemes by nature 

pattern-recognition-like techniques to detect features and make similarity in the authentication stage and therefore 

unavoidably suffer from certain probability of false negative and false positive errors. In addition, content based 
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schemes believe the channel errors in the same way as other changes so that it will not exploit channel information 

at all. 

The sources of the distortion root in all three major components: source coding, authentication and channel 

coding. First, channel noise. If a video slice is lost or impaired during transmission, it could not be properly used in 

decoding. Second, coding dependency. Slice received but not decodable due to coding dependency. If a video slice 

is correctly received but it is coding dependent on another lost video slice, it could not be correctly decoded. Third, 

unverifiable slice. If slice S is correctly received but all other slices on which S’s hashes are appended are lost or 

unverifiable, S could not be verified and has to be discarded. Integrity refers to that the data is not maliciously 

changed in transmission. Source authenticity refers to that the media content is indeed sent by the claimed sender. 

Non-repudiation means that the sender could not deny the fact of sending the media content. If received media 

cannot be verified by the receiver, it should not be consumed and therefore the quality of consumable media is 

impaired. 

With unequal error protection, using finer basic unit further differentiate the units in the same slice but 

with different importance and therefore provide better protection and is capable to achieve better performance. 

The important problem of optimizing end-to-end quality and secure end-to-end authentication for media delivery 

and existing solutions are surveyed. Because of the inconsistency between verify dependency and coding 

dependency, the theoretical verification probability is usually unachievable. It will be a significant challenge to 

estimate the verification probability and its impact on media distortion with JSCA. Second, in the existing 

authentication graph designing, high verification probability and low authentication overhead are inherently two 

competing requirements. Pursue of high authentication merits in AG design will lead to higher overhead and 

cause additional end-to-end video quality degradation. Third, the structure of AG is usually fixed and cannot be 

made adaptive to time-varying wireless links. The higher overhead and cause additional end-to-end video streaming 

quality degradation to the receiver side. Data authentication issues are occurred in the existing system. It is difficult 

to utilize the H.264 source coding and channel coding information designing an AG. 

Few years have witnessed express growth in video coding technology. Among various standards, 

H.264/advanced video codec (AVC) is found to be of significant consequence regarding compact bandwidth, 

improved image quality and network sociability. One of the recent fields of interest is to build up a system with 

authentication and copyright protection method embedded within well-organized video codec. In this paper we first 

execute an analysis on existing video watermarking techniques, feasibility study on watermarking techniques 

meeting application specific criteria for H.264/AVC and then we execute a comparative study based on toughness 

and computational difficulty of dissimilar watermarking algorithms. If channel coding is applied on video data, the 

authentication proposal should be reliable with the error protection scheme to decrease authentication overhead. 

Due to the coding dependence and the authentication dependency, there are possible decodable-but-not-verifiable 

units and verify not-decodable units. In both cases, the received media units cannot be consumed and are not needed. 

Only those decodable and confirm units give to the receiver side media consumption. 

Challenges in Authentication of H.264/AVC: We have proposed a joint layered framework to successfully solve 

the problem of JPEG-2000 authentication (Zhu, 2012). However, the following two challenges prohibit the direct 

application of the layered joint design framework on H.264/AVC. First, the unique coding dependency structure 

in H.264/AVC has to be considered. The coding dependency relationship between the compressed H.264/AVC 

video units is fundamentally different from the scalable coding structure in JPEG-2000 image. The H.264/AVC 

stream consists of a set of network abstract layer (NAL) units that have various types. Coding dependency between 

these NAL units is nonlinear. Furthermore, due to the non-scalable coding property, H.264 bit stream, i.e. a 

sequence of H.264 NAL units, cannot be simply truncated to obtain another valid H.264 bit stream. Without 

proper design and careful processing on the coding dependent NAL units, it is possible that the set of verifiable 

units is different from the set of decodable units, so that further quality degradation may be introduced. Second 

challenge resides in deriving optimal rate allocation between the source coding, channel coding and authentication. 

To achieve optimal end-to-end quality, the unequal error protection (UEP) is necessary. Again, one cannot simply 

truncate a H.264/AVC bit stream to get a lower rate bit stream as in JPEG2000. Instead, the source rate is controlled 

by changing the quantization parameter. For the sake of deriving optimal rate allocation and to design optimal UEP 

and efficient layered authentication, it is necessary to develop a method to derive the relationship between the 

rate, distortion and the quantization parameters. 

These two new challenges make scheming layered authentication scheme for H.264/AVC an extremely 

dissimilar and more challenging task than designing the scheme for JPEG-2000 images. We will present the 

proposal details and considerations. 

Quality Degradation Analysis: The sources of the distortion root in all three major components source coding, 

authentication and channel coding. 

First, channel noise. If a video slice is lost or impaired during transmission, it could not be properly used 

in decoding. Second, coding dependency. Slice received but not decodable due to coding dependency. If a video 
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slice is correctly received but it is coding dependent on another lost video slice, it could not be correctly decoded. 

Third, unverifiable slice. If slice S is correctly received but all other slices on which S’s hashes are appended 

are lost or unverifiable, S could not be verified and has to be discarded. Finally, reduced source rate. Due to 

the authentication overhead, the effective source coding rate is reduced when the total transmission rate is fixed. 

To achieve high end-to-end video authentication quality, it is necessary to jointly consider all these distortion 

factors and design source and channel adaptive scheme to concurrently minimize the distortions. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A novel joint source channel adaptive scheme in the encrypted version of video stream is proposed, which 

includes the following three parts, i.e. video encryption, data embedding, and data extraction by analyzing the 

property of video codec. Then, a data sender may embed additional data in the encrypted domain by using code word 

substitution technique, without knowing the original video content. In order to move to various application scenarios, 

data extraction can be done either in the encrypted domain or in the decrypted domain. In addition, video file size is 

strictly preserved after completing encryption and data embedding. We have proposed a novel layered 

authentication framework called Joint Media Error and Authenticity Protection (JMEAP) and successfully applied 

it on JPEG 2000 images. The layered scheme jointly consider the authentication and transmission over lossy 

networks, therefore both high verification probability and low authentication. 

Another important design target for multimedia transmission is End-to-end quality, in particular when a 

channel is lossy and limited transmission rate, we have proposed a novel layered authentication framework called 

Joint Media Error and Authenticity Protection (JMEAP) and successfully applied it on JPEG- 2000 images.  

To gain high end-to-end quality, it is common to apply channel coding on media. However most existing 

authentication schemes consider channel coding separately from authentication and simply treat channel coding 

as a approach to decrease packet loss rate. Although lesser authentication overhead is a design target, how to 

optimally allocate rate for authentication, source coding and channel coding is not considered in most 

authentication schemes at all. To effectively utilize the power of digital signature to avoid the undesired 

authentication failure due to the packet loss in transmission, the authentication graph has to be carefully drawled 

to maximize the confirmation probability of the transmission units, which requires to increase the number of 

hashes appended. On another hand, to decrease the overhead generated by authentication, it requires to decrease 

the number of hashes. These two requirements are intrinsic contradictive and the design target of graph based 

algorithm is to find a proper balance between them. Because the hash is a one-way function, such a hash appending 

scheme can amortize the effects of signature to other packets. The lost packets during the transmission are deleted 

from the graph at the receiver site and each node must have at least one path to the signature packet to be verifiable. 

 
Figure.1. Architecture Diagram 

Frame Selection: Initially, the video file is selected to hide the secret image and data. Using the ffmpeg tool, Video 

was split up into 3 formats. First the video was split up into audio and video separately. Then the video part will be 

converting into the n number of frames. These frames are used to hide the image and the data in future. 
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Visual Cryptography: And then, we are selecting any two frames from n number of frames to hide the data. The 

secret image can be selected and this image is converted into Grey scale image and is further converted into binary 

image. Finally the binary image is split up into two shares by using the Visual Cryptography scheme. The data is 

encrypted using Pailier byptosys to hide data into the share, and using the steganography technique the cipher text is 

embedded into the two shares.  

Extracting the Data: Using Invisible Watermarking technique data is hidden into two shares into the selected frames 

and after the image is hided all the frames are converted into video and mix up with audio and at last video was 

encrypted using the Base 64 Encoder. 

Data Hiding: Finally, public key is received by destination and the encryption was done by using destination public 

key and video is transmitted. In receiver system, video is decrypted and split into frames and extracting the shares 

and data by selecting the frames which as watermarked. After extracting the image and the Data should be decrypted 

and the image received is noisy and so the image is reconstructed to get original image.  

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented an efficient stream-level joint source-channel adaptive authentication scheme 

for wireless H.264/AVC streaming. By making full utilization of the H.264 source and channel information, the 

proposed scheme is able to simultaneously resolve several media quality degradation issues to guarantee end-to-end 

video quality. The proposed scheme is able to achieve 100% effective verify probability while maintaining low 

authentication over-head, i.e. all media slices recovered from the lossy channel can be decoded and authenticated.  
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